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Special Market Update (8-8-17)
I wanted to post an update on a number of our positions, namely, two of our energy plays,
Pioneer Natural Resources (PXD) and Southwestern Energy (SWN), as well as one of our First
Majestic Silver (AG).
However, what I’m about to write applies to ALL precious metals and energy plays.
First and foremost, you need to know that Oil and Precious Metals are both extremely volatile
asset classes.
In the last two years alone, Oil has had at least SEVEN corrections of 10% or greater. The
largest was a whopping 42%!

Mind you, those are just the corrections; when you include the rallies, PXD has had over 15
prices moves of 10% of greater.
In contrast, Gold has had seven corrections of 5% or greater with the largest being 13%. The
point here is the same: this is an EXTREMELY volatile asset class that routine moves 5% or
more in the span of a week or so.
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Silver’s even more volatile than Gold, with NINE corrections of 8% or more.
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Again, my point is this: Oil and Precious Metals plays are extremely volatile. As such, you cannot
be invested in them without having a strong stomach.
Having said that, we have three particular plays that have given us a rough ride in the last two
weeks.
They are: Pioneer Natural Resources (PXD) and Southwestern Energy (SWN), as well as one of
our Silver plays, First Majestic Silver (AG).
We’ve already assessed what happened for PXD in our last weekly market update. The basic
gist is that the market dumped PXD on announcements that the company was focusing more on
Natural Gas than Oil production.
This is ridiculous reaction, particularly when you note that the company BEAT both revenue
profit expectations in its latest quarter.
PXD’s stock price is at major support now within a massive triangle pattern. The next leg up is
coming.

It’s a similar story with Southwestern Energy (SWN): the company is being slammed due to the
fact it works in the shale industry, despite a solid quarter being reported a few days ago.
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The chart shows an EXTREMELY bullish falling wedge pattern. When this breaks upwards in the
next few weeks we could easily breakout to $9 in short order.

Which brings us to First Majestic Silver (AG).
AG, like PXD, got slammed by the markets due to its 2Q results. The primary problem was
related to workers striking at several of AG’s mines in Mexico, which forced operations to cease
at various points in 2Q17.
The stock collapsed on the announcement, dropping 15% in a single day. However, the reality is
that a move like this is par for the course for AG. In the last year alone AG shares have had six
moves of 15% of greater.
Put simply, and as I’ve stressed repeatedly in the past, precious metals mining companies are
EXTREMELY volatile. AG is no exception.
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The good news is that the company has resolved the strikes and is now back on track. AG
shares are at critical support within a falling wedge pattern. This is quite bullish.
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When the next leg up begins, AG is going to $11. I expect this to happen within the next 6-8
weeks.
Bottomline: I remain confident in all three of these positions (PXD, SWN, and AG). These shortterm drops will eventually be resolved. And we’ll be handsomely rewarded for our patience
when they are.
This concludes this special update. I’ll have our usual weekly market update to you tomorrow
after the market’s close.
Until then…
Best Regards,

Graham Summers
Chief Market Strategist
Phoenix Capital Research
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